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ABSTRACT: In this paper generic image watermarking technique is used for the copyright protection of color images. Watermarking 
with monochrome and translucent images based on One-to-One compound mapping of the values of the image pixels, which provide us 
the recovered image without any loss. Both the translucent full color and Opaque monochrome images are used in this paper. Two-fold 

monotonically increasing compound mapping is used to get more typical visible watermarks in the image. Measures have been taken to 
protect it from hackers. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION: 
                Digital Image watermarking methods are usually 
classified into two types: visible and invisible [1-7]. The 
invisible watermarking aims to embed copyright information 

into host media, in case of copyright infringements, to identify 
the ownership of the protected host the hidden information can 
be retrieved. It is important that the watermarked image must be 
resistant to common image operations which ensure that the 
hidden information after alterations is still retrievable. On the 
other hand, methods of the visible watermarking yield visible 
watermarks. These visible watermarks are generally clearly 
visible after applying common image operations. In addition, 

ownership information is conveyed directly on the media and 
copyright violations attempts can be deterred. 

In general Embedding of watermarks, degrade the quality of 
the host media. The legitimate users are allowed to remove the 
embedded watermark and original content can be restored as 
needed using a group of techniques, namely reversible 
watermarking [8-11]. However, lossless image recovery is not 
guaranteed by all reversible watermarking techniques, which 

means that the recovered image is same as the original. Lossless 
recovery is important where there is serious concerns about 
image quality such as include forensics, military applications, 
historical art imaging, or medical image analysis. 

The most common approach is to embed a monochrome 
watermark using deterministic and reversible mappings of pixel 
values or DCT coefficients in the watermark region [6,9,11]. 
Another is to rotate consecutive watermark pixels to embed 

watermark that is visible [11].the watermarks of arbitrary sizes 
can be embedded into any host image. 

Only binary visible watermarks can be embedded using these 
approaches. 
       A new method for lossless visible watermarking is proposed 
by using compound mappings which allow mapped values to be 
controllable The approach is generic, leading to the possibility 
of embedding different types of visible watermarks into cover 

images. Two applications of the proposed method are 
demonstrated; where we can embed opaque monochrome 
watermarks and nonuniformly translucent full-color ones into 
color images.  

 

2. One to One compound mapping: 
2.1Reversible one to one compound mapping:  

Here, we propose a generic one-to-one compound mapping 

for converting a set of numerical values 
P={p1,p2,…pM},Q={q1,q2,…qM}, such that the mapping pi, qi 
for all i=1,2,3..M is reversible. Here, all the values of pi and qi 
are image pixel values (grayscale or color values) which are 
investigated for copyright protection applications.. The 
compound mapping f is governed by a one-to-one function Fx 
with one parameter x=a or b in the following way. 
q=f (p) = Fb

-1 (Fa(P)) ------ (1) 

Where Fx
-1 the inverse of Fx, the one-to-one property leads to 

the fact that if Fa(p)=P‟, then Fa
-1(p‟)=p for all values of a and b. 

On the other hand Fa (p), and Fb(p) generally are set to be 
unequal if a≠b. 

The compound mapping described by (1) is reversible, that is 
p can be derived exactly from q using the following formula: 
            p = f-1 (q) =Fa-1( Fb(q))-----(2) 

Lemma 1 (Reversibility of compound Mapping): 
If q= Fb

-1 (Fa(p)) for any one-to-one function Fx with a 
parameter x, then p= Fa

-1(Fb(q)) for any values of a, b, p and q. 
Proof: substituting (1) into Fa

-1 (Fb (q)), We get Fa
-1 (Fb(q)) = Fa

-1 
(Fb(Fb

-1 (Fa(P)))).  
        By regarding Fa(p) as a  value c, the right-hand side 
becomes Fa

-1 (Fb(Fb
-1 (c))) which after Fb and Fb

-1
 are cancelled 

out, becomes Fa
-1(c). But Fa

-1(c)=Fa
-1(Fa(p)) which is just  p after 

Fa and Fa
-1 are cancelled out. hence proved p= Fa

-1 (Fb(q))  
       As an example, if Fx(p) =xp+d, then Fx

-1(p‟) = (p‟- d)/x. 

Thus             q   = Fb
-1 (Fa(p))  

                          =Fb
-1(ap+d) 

                          =(ap+d-d)/b =ap/b 
And so we have 
       Fa

-1 (Fb(q))  =  Fa
-1 (b(ap/b)+d) 

             = Fa
-1(ap+d) 

            = [((ap+d)-d)/a] 
                           = ap/a 

                           = p       ------ (3) 
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2.2 Lossless Visible Watermarking 
The proposed generic lossless visible watermarking using 

one-to-one compound mappings will be derived using the 
lemma 1, using which a variety of visible watermarks can be 
embedded into images. The embedding is reversible; the original 
image is recovered losslessly by removing the water mark. A 
preliminary lemma is first described as follows. 

 

Lemma 2(preference of compound-mapped value q): it is 
possible to use the compound mapping q=Fb

-1(Fa(p)) to convert a 
numeric value p to other value which is close to a preferred 
value . 

Proof:  Let Fx (p) = p-x where x is the parameter for F. then 
Fx

-1(p‟) = p‟+x. Also, let a = p-ε and b = l where ε is a small 
value. Then the compound mapping Fb

-1(Fa(p)) of p yields q as 
      q    =  f (p)        = Fb

-1 (Fa(P))  

             =  Fb
-1(p-a) = Fb

-1(ε) 
              = ε+b = ε+l   ------ (4) 
This means that the value q is close to the preferred value l. 
The above lemma is based on two assumptions.  The first „a‟ 

is close to „p‟, or equivalently, that a=p - ε. The reason why  we 
derive  the  above  lemma  for  a=p - ε  instead  of   a = p is  that  
in  the  reverse  mapping  we  want  to  recover  p  from  q 
without  knowing  p,  which  is  a  requirement  in  the  
application of  reversible visible watermarking  investigated  in 

this studies. Although the value of p cannot be known in 
advance for such applications, it can usually be estimated, and 
some   techniques are described for   such   estimations. 

The second assumption is that Fx (p) yield a small value if x 
and p are close.  

 

Theorem 1: (Lossless Reversible Visible Watermarking) 
There exist one-to-one compound mappings for use to embed 

into a given image a visible watermark whose pixel values are 
close to those of a given watermark, such that the original image 
can be recovered from losslessly. 

Proof: 
This is a consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2 after regarding the 

individual pixel values in I, L and Q respectively as those of p, l 
and q mentioned in Lemma 2. And it is clear by Lemma 1 that 
the value p can be recovered losslessly from the mapped value q 

which is derived in Lemma 2. 
 

Algorithm 1:  
Input: original image, watermark image.           
Output: watermarked image (W).  

Steps: 
1) From the image I Select a set of P pixels in the res where 

the watermark is to be embedded, call P a watermarking 

area. 
2) Corresponding set of pixels P in W are denoted by Q.  
3) For each pixel X with value p in P, corresponding pixel in 

Q is denoted as Z and  corresponding pixel Y in L as l and 
the conduct the following steps: 
a) Apply an estimation technique to derive a to be a 

value close to b using the value of the neighboring 
pixels of X  

b) Set „b‟ to be the value „l‟.  

c) Map „p‟ to a new value q=Fb
-1 (Fa (p)).  

d) The value of Z is set to q.  
 

Now, Set each remaining pixel value in W, outside the region P, 

to be equal to the corresponding pixel in „I‟.  
       Here we do not use the information of the original image 
pixel value of X itself for computing the parameters a and b for 
X. 
       As an example, the purpose performed by Step:3 of the 

above algorithm for a pixel is illustrated by figure .Here the 
color of the center pixel is estimated by using west and north 
pixels As the pixels are unknown to the receiver and covered by 
the watermark the east and south pixels are not used. Following 
algorithm describes removal process for watermarked image.  

 
Figure 1: mapping of center pixel of a 3x3 image. 

 

Algorithm 2:  
Input: watermarked-image (W), a watermark (L). 

Output: recovered image R from W. 
Steps: 
1) The watermarking area Q is selected in W as the area selected 
in Algorithm 1. 
2) Value of each pixel in R is set, which is outside the region Q, 
to be equal to the corresponding pixel in W. 
3) For each pixel Z with value q in Q, denote the corresponding 
pixel in the recovered image R as X and the value of the 

corresponding pixel Y in L as l, and conduct the following steps. 
a) Obtain the same value by applying the same estimation 

technique used. 
b) Set b to be the value l. 
c) Restore p from q by setting p = Fa

-1(Fb (q)). 
d) Set the value of X to be p. 

 

2.3 Security considerations: 
         We want legitimate users to be able to recover the original 
image from a watermarked one; do not want an attacker to be 
able to do the same. Herein, we propose some security 
protection measures against illicit recoveries of original images. 
First, we make the parameters a and b in the above algorithms to 
be dependent on certain secret keys that are known only by the 

creator of the watermarked image and the intended receivers. 
This can be achieved by a simple technique that  generate a 
pseudo-random sequence of numerical values using a secret key 
and these values are added to either or both of a and b pixels 
values in watermarking area and referred to as parameter 
randomization.  
            Another way of security protection is to make the 
choices of the positions for the pixels to be dependent on a 

secret key. Specifically, we propose to process two randomly 
chosen pixels (based on the security key) P in simultaneously as 
follows. Let the two pixels be denoted as X1 and X2 with values 
p1 and P2, respectively. The color estimates a1 and a2 
corresponding to X1 and X2, respectively, are individually 
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derived as before using their respective neighbors. The 
parameters b1 and b2 are set to be the values l1 and l2 of the 
respective watermark pixels Y1 and Y2. Then, instead of setting 
the values of the watermarked pixels Z1 and Z2 to be q1=Fb1

-1 
(Fa1 (p1)) and q2=Fb2

-1 (Fa2 (p2)) as before, we swap the 

parameters and set  
 q1=Fb1

-1 (Fa2 (p2)) and q2=Fb2
-1 (Fa1 (p1)). 

The effectiveness of lossless recoverability does not 
effect by this parameter exchange, because the original pixel 
values can be recovered by the following compound mappings:  
P1=Fa1

-1 (Fb2 (q2)) & p2=Fa2
-1 (Fb1 (q1)). This technique is 

referred as mapping randomization.. 
Last, the position in the image where a watermark is 

embedded affects the resilience of the watermarked image 
against illicit image recovery attempts. In more detail, if the 
watermark is embedded in a smooth region of the image, an 
attacker can simply fill the region with the background color to 
remove the watermark irrespective of the watermarking 
technique used. The techniques such as adaptive positioning can 
be used to choose an appropriate position while embedding a 
watermark. 

 

3. Experimental Results 
      In our experimental results for One-to-one compound 
mapping different color images of different sizes are used as 
cover images. And different logo images are used. 

    We measure the quality of watermarked images in terms of 
PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) and MSE (Mean Square 
Error). In ideal case PSNR should be infinite and MSE should 
be zero. But it is not possible for watermarked image. So, large 
PSNR and small MSE is desirable. To see that if the recovered 
watermark is identical to the one that is embedded we calculate 
only MSE. In this case it should be zero. 

3.1 One to one compound mapping:  
        i. Lossless visible watermarking of opaque 

monochrome watermark: 

                  
      Original image                                     Logo image 

 

                      
Watermarked image                                 

Recovered image                                                  
Figure 2: Experimental results of monochrome watermark 

embedding and removal. 
 

The image has been recovered with MSE and PSNR values of   

 MSE = 23.6935dB PSNR =   34.4185dB 

        ii. Lossless visible watermarking of 

translucent color watermarks: 
 For ease of discussions and comparisons, we always embed a 
watermark in the upper left-hand corner of an image in this 
study. 

 

         
 
             Original image                 Watermark image 
 

            
 

   Watermarked image                   Rrecovered image 
Figure 3: Experimental results of translucent watermark 

embedding and removal. 
    The image has been recovered with MSE and PSNR values of   

 MSE = 10.0308dB PSNR =   38.1515dB 

 

 3.3 Security Increase Results 
            In our watermarking method we used encryption. So in 
any case if watermarking key is leaked and attacker extracts the 
watermark, still he will not be able to read the watermark 
because it is encrypted. 
        In our watermarking method user need two keys for 
watermark extraction. If any of keys is invalid then user will not 
be able to extract watermark correctly. The watermark will be 

incorrect. It depends upon which key is invalid. 

 

4. Conclusions: 
One to one compound mapping: 
          A new method with a capability of lossless image 
recovery for reversible visible watermarking is given. one-to-

one compound mappings is used which can map image pixel 
values to those of the desired visible watermarks. Relevant 
theorems and lemmas are described and proved to demonstrate 
the reversibility of the compound mappings for lossless 
reversible visible watermarking. Different types of visible 
watermarks are allowed to embed by compound mapping, and 
opaque monochrome watermarks as well as translucent full-
color ones are described a as applications. A translucent 

watermark is clearly visible and visually appealing, thus more 
appropriate than traditional transparent binary watermarks in 
terms of advertising effect and copyright declaration. The two-
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fold monotonically increasing property of compound mappings 
was defined and an implementation proposed that can provably 
allow mapped values to always be close to the desired 
watermark if color estimates are accurate. Also described are 
parameter randomization and mapping randomization 

techniques, which can prevent illicit recoveries of original 
images without correct input keys. Experimental results have 
demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed method and the 
effectiveness of the proposed security protection measures. 
 

5. Future scope: 
        Watermarking is an emerging research area for copyright 
protection and authentication of electronic documents and 
media. Most of the research is going on in this field, spatially in 
the field of image watermarking. The reason might be that there 
are so many images available at Internet without any cost, which 
needs to be protected. 
        The watermarking technique that is given in this thesis can 

be further improved to increase the hiding capacity of images 
without affecting the imperceptibility of the images. 
         Future research may be applied to more applications of the 
proposed One to one compound mapping method and extensions 
of the method to other data types other than bitmap images, like 
DCT coefficients in JPEG images and MPEG videos. 
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